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This volume provides an overview of contemporary Italian philosophy from the perspective of animality. Its rationale rests on two main
premises: the great topicality of both Italian contemporary philosophy (the so-called “Italian Theory”) and of the animal question (the socalled “animal turn” in the humanities and the social sciences) in the contemporary philosophical panorama. The volume not only intersects
these two axes, illuminating Italian Theory through the animal question, but also proposes an original thesis: that the animal question is a
central and founding issue of contemporary Italian philosophy. It combines historical-descriptive chapters with analyses of the theme in
several philosophical branches, such as biopolitics, Posthumanism, Marxism, Feminism, Antispeciesism and Theology, and with original
contributions by renowned authors of contemporary Italian (animal) philosophy. The volume is both historical-descriptive and speculative and
is intended for a broad academic audience, embracing both Italian studies and Animal studies at all levels.
In the 19th century, both Italy and the US were young countries pursuing liberal nationalism even as unity was threatened by a recalcitrant
southern population. This nuanced analysis of abolitionism and Italian democratic nationalism, Lincoln and Cavour, and the nation's two civil
wars provides powerful new insights into their histories.
The Oxford Handbook of the History of Psychology: Global Perspectives describes the historical development of psychology in countries
throughout the world. Contributors to this volume provide narratives that examine the political and socioeconomic forces that have shaped
their nations' psychologies.
This is the first detailed comparative study of patronage as an instrument of power in the relations between kings and bishops in England and
Normandy after the Conquest. Esteemed medievalist Everett U. Crosby considers new perspectives of medieval state-building and the vexed
relations between secular and ecclesiastical authority.
The theme of suicide was of paramount importance in Italy in the long nineteenth century, from the French revolution to the outbreak of World
War I. A number of writers, intellectuals, politicians, and artists wrote about suicide, and a very high number of people killed themselves, for
several reasons. There were suicides for love and for homeland, suicides for despair, and suicides for ennui. In Italy, once a very traditional,
Catholic country, where suicide was very uncommon and rarely treated as a subject of moral theology or literature, it suddenly became
extremely widespread. This book provides the first interdisciplinary account of this phenomenon, taken from several angles, including
literature, the arts, politics, society, and philosophy, as well as sociology. Its authors rank among the best international specialists on suicide,
and the figures dealt with include major intellectuals and writers such as Ugo Foscolo, Emilio Salgari, Giuseppe Pellizza da Volpedo,
Giacomo Leopardi and Carlo Michelstaedter.
"Papers presented at a conference held at the Villa Serbelloni, Bellagio, Italy, August 22-28, 1971."
Drawing on the expertise of 26 distinguished scholars, this important volume covers the major issues in the study of medieval Europe,
highlighting the significant impact the time period had on cultural forms and institutions central to European identity. Examines changing
approaches to the study of medieval Europe, its periodization, and central themes Includes coverage of important questions such as identity
and the self, sexuality and gender, emotionality and ethnicity, as well as more traditional topics such as economic and demographic
expansion; kingship; and the rise of the West Explores Europe’s understanding of the wider world to place the study of the medieval society
in a global context
Questions surrounding the concept of legitimacy—the force that keeps a polity together, and whose absence causes it to shatter—are possibly
the most important concern of a study of politics. M. F. N. Giglioli examines the shift to a distinctly modern understanding of the concept in
Continental Europe, following the crisis of liberal rationalism in the late nineteenth century, and the search for new ways of envisaging the
determinants of collective action into the twentieth century.The author examines certain aspects of the intellectual and political background of
early twentieth-century theories of legitimacy elaborated by Max Weber and Antonio Gramsci. These theories are interpreted as the outcome
of a contested process of redefinition of the concept, itself prompted by the social and political circumstances of the late nineteenth century,
such as economic modernization and the attempt to incorporate the working class into the political system.This is the first book in a
generation to offer a general reassessment of issues of legitimacy in political thought at the turn of the twentieth century. It examines the
development of the concept in France, Italy, and Germany during the half-century or so following the Paris Commune. It discusses six key
critics of classical Victorian liberalism on the revolutionary Left and the conservative Right. The political position and biography of each is a
central focus of the study, as the culture of the age was decisively shaped by reflection on the social role of intellectuals.
In Early Modern Aristotle, Eva Del Soldato examines treatises, legends, proverbs, fictions, and rhetorical tropes to trace how recourse to the
authority of Aristotle shaped intellectual discourse even during a period that challenged and overturned much of his teaching.
Since beginning publication in1964, The Socialist Register has been one of the most important sources of engaged, critical, and influential
theoretical interventions on the socialist left. Released as an annual with a focus on publishing rigorous, sustained pieces that take up
particular themes, it has always been committed to developing an independent, nonsectarian relationship with Marxism. This volume—the
Register’s first-ever reader—grapples with the question of whether political organization is a necessary part of the struggle by the workingclass to overthrow capitalism. In pieces published over the course of publication’s entire history contributors, from Ralph Miliband to JeanPaul Satre, examine various aspects of this theme.
Early-modern Venice is predominantly remembered as a maritime power, yet historians have become increasingly interested in its political
and military aspirations within the Italian mainland. Adding to the growing literature on this subject, Giulio Ongaro’s book addresses the
practical management of the Venetian military apparatus in this period. Focusing on two provinces - Vicenza and Brescia - he interrogates a
broad spectrum of primary source documents produced by these rural communities that illuminate Venetian military activities between the
mid-sixteenth century and the end of the War of Candia in 1670. From the production of the saltpeter, the construction of the fortresses, the
supplying and the training of the rural militia and the quartering of troops, this book shows how essential military activities were managed and
overseen at the local level. In so doing, it demonstrates how local autonomy over the management of Venetian military apparatus particularly from an economic point of view - did not necessarily conflict with wider, ongoing processes of state building or moves towards the
centralization of particular public functions. Indeed the state appeared to encourage local élites (initially urban, then rural) to take a leading
role in overseeing the localised management of military tasks. The result was a system that both supported the resilience of the local
economy (both public and private), and which strengthened and improved the Republic's military assets, allowing it to remain the only Italian
state free from the domination of European monarchies.
La maggior parte delle piccole imprese sono delle “one man company” costruite da pesone tenaci, a volte geniali e competenti, ma affette
dalla malattia del “tuttofare”: lavorano venti ore al giorno, sono grandi accentratori, non sanno delegare e, quindi, diventano insostituibili.
Queste aziende costruite con tanta fatica (e troppo spesso dotate di scarsi sistemi di gestione) hanno un difetto: sono delle “aziende a
orologeria” pronte a saltare appena il titolare si allontana. Alfio Bardolla, formatore di migliaia di persone e imprenditore in più di venti
aziende, conosce bene questa situazione molto distante dall’iniziale sogno di un imprenditore, ovvero quello di coniugare autonomia e
ricchezza. Per anni ha cercato nel mondo intero modelli di successo per imparare come focalizzarsi sul vero obiettivo di chi decide di mettersi
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in proprio: dare vita ad aziende vincenti che funzionino (e bene!) a prescindere da chi le ha create. Con la collaborazione di Lorenzo Ait svela
i segreti per: Non avere capiPoter decidere del proprio tempoGuadagnare di più e più in frettaRaggiungere la Libertà Finanziaria Qui
troverete tutti i loro consigli, rivolti a chi un’azienda ce l’ha già e a chi sta pensando di diventare imprenditore. Il metodo contenuto in queste
pagine cambierà le vostre idee sul modo di fare business: seguitelo e i risultati arriveranno.
Italian unification is one of the pivotal events in European history but the period leading up to Risorgimento has often been analysed in less
detail. This book focuses on the history of the Italian states between 1815 and 1860 focusing on state institutions, international relations,
economic and fiscal policies, living conditions and culture.
A fundamentally new interpretation of religious change in the eleventh century, examining how the pressure of conflicting religious ideals led
to the explosive development of new religious orders and was central to broader ecclesiastical reform.

Delving into the history of economic thought, this book presents a picture of the Mediterranean spirit of capitalism, a
tradition that has its protagonists in Thomas Aquinas and the eighteenth-century civil economy, and seeks to understand
its presence and relevance for contemporary societies. The book argues that it is reductive to attribute to the ‘Protestant
ethic’ the different formations of capitalism in the Western world. Instead, it is vital to acknowledge the differences in the
ways in which the market is lived, enterprises are created and conducted, and civic life in general is understood in
different regions. This thought-provoking study demonstrates that in Southern Europe, the legacy of Aquinas and the civil
economy adds different terms to those recurring in classical and neo-classical economy: common good, reciprocity,
virtue, public trust, mutual assistance, and public happiness. It is these ideas of a market as a place for mutual
assistance which can be said to characterize the Mediterranean spirit of capitalism. Thomas Aquinas and the Civil
Economy Tradition will be of interest to advanced students and researchers in the history of economic thought, economic
philosophy, Christian ethics, and moral theology.
The Common Good of Constitutional Democracy offers a rich collection of essays in political philosophy by Swiss
philosopher Martin Rhonheimer. Like his other books in both ethical theory and applied ethics, which have recently been
published in English, the essays included are distinguished by the philosophical rigor and meticulous attention to the
primary and secondary literature of the various topics discussed
From the beginning of the Scientific Revolution around the late sixteenth century to its final crystallization in the early
eighteenth century, hardly an observational result, an experimental technique, a theory, a mathematical proof, a
methodological principle, or the award of recognition and reputation remained unquestioned for long. The essays
collected in this book examine the rich texture of debates that comprised the Scientific Revolution from which the modern
conception of science emerged. Were controversies marginal episodes, restricted to certain fields, or were they the rule
in the majority of scientific domains? To what extent did scientific controversies share a typical pattern, which
distinguished them from debates in other fields? Answers to these historical and philosophical questions are sought
through a close attention to specific controversies within and across the changing scientific disciplines as well as across
the borders of the natural and the human sciences, philosophy, theology, and technology.
Based on papers presented at the 41st Conference on Editorial Problems held at the University of Toronto, Toronto, Ont.,
from Nov. 6 - 8th, 2005.
The story of the Renaissance city and palace of Urbino, and the life of the extraordinary man who created it: Federico da
Montefeltro, humanist, book-collector, patron of celebrated artists and battle-scarred mercenary soldier.
La Food Revolution è il libro più importante mai scritto sulla nostra salute e quella del pianeta. Da anni sappiamo che
l’intero pianeta è in crisi; siamo allarmati dal riscaldamento globale e da un livello di inquinamento non sostenibile negli
oceani e nelle falde acquifere; scandali e denunce alimentari ci mostrano che la maggior parte del cibo che mangiamo è
nocivo, mentre le frontiere dell’ingegneria genetica, applicate all’agricoltura, presentano diverse zone d’ombra, quando
non sono diventate nuovi strumenti di sfruttamento delle popolazioni più povere. Saperlo però non basta se per primi non
cambiamo atteggiamento. Cosa accadrebbe se smettessimo di mangiare prodotti animali, il cibo più tossico e costoso
che l’umanità abbia mai conosciuto, e ci orientassimo a un’alimentazione tutta vegetale? In questo saggio che è
diventato un classico del movimento ambientalista, John Robbins ci svela il legame intrinseco tra il nostro cibo e il nostro
mondo, ci spiega come districarci nella giungla di informazioni sulle scelte alimentari (diete comprese) scoprendo quanto
l’industria del cibo non ci dice. Per mettere in atto una vera «rivoluzione del cibo»: riprendendoci il potere di votare ogni
giorno con «forchetta e coltello», per un’alimentazione sana, senza sofferenza e sostenibile. Una lettura appassionante
per chiunque si preoccupi della sicurezza alimentare, delle condizioni degli animali ma anche, semplicemente, del
destino del pianeta.
In this book, Lucia Ceci reconstructs the relationship between the Catholic Church and Fascism, using new and
previously unstudied sources in the Vatican Archives.
“Io non ho mai pensato di diventare grande. Io ho sempre desiderato diventare qualcosa di più di quello che ero: diventare un
caporeparto, poi creare la mia piccola impresa artigiana, e così via; cogliere cioè le sfide che si facevano innanzi ogni giorno. Per
me è stata una conquista graduale vissuta sul campo di battaglia”. Renzo Rosso è uno dei maggiori imprenditori del mondo della
moda. Di origini padovane, nel 1978 crea il marchio Diesel e diventa il principale pioniere del “jeans vintage”. Oggi il suo gruppo
(OTB) controlla marchi importanti (Mani, Margiela, Viktor&Rolf) e, insieme, produce e distribuisce su licenza linee della moda
d’alta gamma (Vivienne Westowood, Dsquared2, Just Cavalli, Marc Jacobs Men).Vive a Bassano del Grappa (Vicenza). Riccardo
Micheletti è uno studioso bresciano laureato in Filosofia. Dopo una significativa esperienza nel campo educativo decide di dirigere
le sue ricerche nel mondo imprenditoriale frequentando il Master in Etica dell’Impresa presso lo Studium Generale Marcianum di
Venezia. Nel 2012 ha pubblicato: Savelli. 1842-2012:170. Una famiglia, un impresa, una storia, Compagnia della Stampa (Bs).
Redvolution. Vita e pensiero di Renzo Rosso. L'imprenditore che ha creato l'impero della DieselRedvolutionVita e Pensiero di
RENZO ROSSO. L'uomo che ha creato l'impero della DieselMarcianum Press
William Lloyd Garrison and Giuseppe Mazzini, two of the foremost radicals of the nineteenth century, lived during a time of
profound economic, social, and political transformation in America and Europe. Both born in 1805, but into dissimilar family
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backgrounds, the American Garrison and Italian Mazzini led entirely different lives -- one as a citizen of a democratic republic, the
other as an exile proscribed by most European monarchies. Using a comparative analysis, Enrico Dal Lago suggests that Garrison
and Mazzini nonetheless represent a connection between the egalitarian ideologies of American abolitionism and Italian
democratic nationalism. Focusing on Garrison's and Mazzini's activities and transnational links within their own milieus and in the
wider international arena, Dal Lago shows why two nineteenth-century progressives and revolutionaries considered liberation from
enslavement and liberation from national oppression as two sides of the same coin. At different points in their lives, both Garrison
and Mazzini demonstrated this belief by concurrently supporting the abolition of slavery in the United States and the national
revolutions in Italy. The two meetings Garrison and Mazzini had, in 1846 and in 1867, served to reinforce their sense that they
somehow worked together toward the achievement of liberty not just in the United States and Italy, but also in the Atlantic and
Euro-American world as a whole. In the end, the abolition of American slavery led to Garrison's consecration, while the new Italian
kingdom forced Mazzini into exile. Despite these different outcomes, Garrison and Mazzini both attracted legions of devoted
followers who believed these men personified the radical causes of the nations to which they belonged.
Lombardy, with about 10 million inhabitants, is today the most populated and prosperous region of Italy, and Milan is a renowned
capital of art, fashion and design. During the 19th century until WWI, the region gradually became the leader in Italy’s economic
development and distinguished itself in the European economic landscape for its long-standing industrial strength and diversified
economy, which included one of the Europe’s most productive agricultural systems. It was the economic locomotive of
contemporary Italy, contributing to the economic Risorgimento that complemented the country’s political resurgence. The present
volume gathers the contributions of some major experts on the subject, providing an in-depth analysis of Lombardy’s pattern of
development, consisting of an exceptionally symbiotic and balanced interplay of sectors (agriculture, industry, trade, and banking)
in a gradual yet steady growth process, also supported by progress in the education system. During the century, there was a shift
away from an economy based on agriculture and commerce to a progressively more industrial economy and this process
accelerated from the 1880s. The secret of this dynamic balance was Lombardy’s active relationship with the rest of Europe and
with the international markets. Aimed at scholars, researchers and students in the fields of early modern and modern history,
economic and social history, the book provides a clear explanation of Lombardy’s economic development during the long 19th
Century.
She is best known for her curve, the witch of Agnesi, which appears in almost all high school and undergraduate math books. She
was a child prodigy who frequented the salon circuit, discussing mathematics, philosophy, history, and music in multiple
languages. She wrote one of the first vernacular textbooks on calculus and was appointed chair of mathematics at the university in
Bologna. In later years, however, she became a prominent figure within the Catholic Enlightenment, gave up the academic world,
and devoted herself to the poor, the sick, the hungry, and the homeless. Indeed, the life of Maria Agnesi reveals a complex and
enigmatic figure—one of the most fascinating characters in the history of mathematics. Using newly discovered archival documents,
Massimo Mazzotti reconstructs the wide spectrum of Agnesi's social experience and examines her relationships to various
traditions—religious, political, social, and mathematical. This meticulous study shows how she and her fellow Enlightenment
Catholics modified tradition in an effort to reconcile aspects of modern philosophy and science with traditional morality and
theology. Mazzotti's original and provocative investigation is also the first targeted study of the Catholic Enlightenment and its
influence on modern science. He argues that Agnesi's life is the perfect lens through which we can gain a greater understanding of
mid-eighteenth-century cultural trends in continental Europe. -- Paula Findlen
Non so se riusciro a trovare le parole per poterle processare. Parole logorate dall'uso che si aggirano come fantasmi nel castello
fatato del linguaggio. Si e al di la delle parole, ma anche nei silenzi si e agitati per la percezione di un mondo abitato dal sogno.
Ma ogni atto e un'espressione, fisica e sonora, non si sa da dove provenga il linguaggio, se dalla mimesi, se dalla manipolazione
degli oggetti, se dal dolore, sono convinta pero che, alla base dell'esperienza umana e della moltitudine espressiva dei segni, ci
sia energia in movimento che consente a ciascuno di trovare il suo se segreto tra pensiero e azione. Pensieri e azioni possono
sopravvivere con la globalizzazione della tecnica e la grammatica universale? Chiavi di decodificazione sono Simone Weil e
Hannah Arendt, le quali hanno di gran lunga anticipato le analisi di molti intellettuali che si aggirano nel castello della postmodernita.
First collected volume dealing with the use of Latin under Fascism This book deals with the use of Latin as a literary and
epigraphic language under Italian Fascism (1922–1943). The myth of Rome lay at the heart of Italian Fascist ideology, and the
ancient language of Rome, too, played an important role in the regime’s cultural politics. This collection deepens our
understanding of ‘Fascist Latinity’, presents a range of previously little-known material, and opens up a number of new avenues
of research. The chapters explore the pivotal role of Latin in constructing a link between ancient Rome and Fascist Italy; the
different social and cultural contexts in which Latin texts functioned in the ventennio fascista; and the way in which ‘Fascist
Latinity’ relied on, and manipulated, the ‘myth of Rome’ of late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Italy. Contributors: William
Barton (Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Neo-Latin Studies), Xavier van Binnebeke (KU Leuven), Paolo Fedeli (Università degli
Studi di Bari Aldo Moro), Han Lamers (University of Oslo), Johanna Luggin (Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Neo-Latin Studies),
Antonino Nastasi (Rome), Bettina Reitz-Joosse (University of Groningen), Dirk Sacré (KU Leuven), Valerio Sanzotta (Ludwig
Boltzmann Institute for Neo-Latin Studies), Wolfgang Strobl (Toblach).

Historians have frequently portrayed Italian anarchism as a marginal social movement that was doomed to succumb to its
own ideological contradictions once Italian society modernized. Challenging such conventional interpretations, Nunzio
Pernicone provides a sympathetic but critical treatment of Italian anarchism that traces the movement's rise,
transformation, and decline from 1864 to 1892. Based on original archival research, his book depicts the anarchists as
unique and fascinating revolutionaries who were an important component of the Italian socialist left throughout the
nineteenth century and beyond. Anarchism in Italy arose under the influence of the Russian revolutionary Bakunin,
triumphed over Marxism as the dominant form of early Italian socialism, and supplanted Mazzinianism as Italy's
revolutionary vanguard. After forming a national federation of the Anti-Authoritarian International in 1872, the Italian
anarchists attempted several insurrections, but their organization was suppressed. By the 1880s the movement had
become atomized, ideologically extreme, and increasingly isolated from the masses. Its foremost leader, Errico
Malatesta, attempted repeatedly to revitalize the anarchists as a revolutionary force, but internal dissension and
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government repression stifled every resurgence and plunged the movement into decline. Even after their exclusion from
the Italian Socialist Party in 1892, the anarchists remained an intermittently active and influential element on the Italian
socialist left. As such, they continued to be feared and persecuted by every Italian government. Originally published in
1993. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available previously outof-print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of
these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton
Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by
Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
This monograph details the entire scientific thought of an influential natural philosopher whose contributions,
unfortunately, have become obscured by the pages of history. Readers will discover an important thinker: Burchard de
Volder. He was instrumental in founding the first experimental cabinet at a European University in 1675. The author goes
beyond the familiar image of De Volder as a forerunner of Newtonianism in Continental Europe. He consults neglected
materials, including handwritten sources, and takes into account new historiographical categories. His investigation maps
the thought of an author who did not sit with an univocal philosophical school, but critically dealt with all the ‘major’
philosophers and scientists of his age: from Descartes to Newton, via Spinoza, Boyle, Huygens, Bernoulli, and Leibniz. It
explores the way De Volder’s un-systematic thought used, rejected, and re-shaped their theories and approaches. In
addition, the title includes transcriptions of De Volder's teaching materials: disputations, dictations, and notes. Insightful
analysis combined with a trove of primary source material will help readers gain a new perspective on a thinker so far
mostly ignored by scholars. They will find a thoughtful figure who engaged with early modern science and developed a
place that fostered experimental philosophy.
Dieses Buch versammelt acht umfangreiche Beiträge, welche bisher nie in englischer Sprache publiziert worden sind und
sehr originelle Analysen der unterschiedlichen Elemente platonischen Denkens bieten, beginnend mit den von Platon
'erfundenen' Schreibtechniken. Die Dialoge Phaidros und Politikos werden detailliert analysiert, die Untersuchung zur
Apologie des Sokrates stellt die traditionellen Ansichten in Bezug auf die 'sokratischen Dialoge' infrage. Die beiden
abschließenden Aufsätze fokussieren sich auf methodologische Fragestellungen, welche einerseits nochmals die
Notwendigkeit aufzeigen, nah am Text zu interpretieren, andererseits eine völlig neue hermeneutische
Herangehensweise vorstellen: die multifokale Methode.
First published in 1990, this book is a comprehensive study of Gramsci's Quaderni, and gives the reader a penetrating
account of the structure of Gramsci's thought. The author draw on many materials and sources, making accesible to the
English-speaking reader a wide range of texts otherwise only available in Italian, French, Spanish, and Catalan. His book
sheds light on Gramsci's basic philosophical and methodological principles, and will be useful as an introduction to
Gramsci for students of political science, sociology, social science, history, and philosophy, as well as to scholars in the
field.
A detailed examination of the relationship between the discourses and practices of authority and diplomacy in the late
medieval and early modern periods, Authority and Diplomacy from Dante to Shakespeare interrogates the persistent
duality of the roles of author and ambassador. The volume approaches its subject from a literary-historical perspective,
drawing upon late medieval and early modern ideas and discourses of diplomacy and authority, and examining how they
are manifested within different forms of writing: drama, poetry, diplomatic correspondence, peace treaties, and household
accounts. Contributors focus on major literary figures from different cultures, including Dante, Petrarch, and Tasso from
Italy; and from England, Chaucer, Wyatt, Sidney, Spenser, and Shakespeare. In addition, the book moves between and
across literary-historical periods, tracing the development of concepts and discourses of authority and diplomacy from the
late medieval to the early modern period. Taken together, these essays forge a broader argument for the centrality of
diplomacy and diplomatic concepts in the literature and culture of late medieval and early modern England, and for the
importance of diplomacy in current studies of English literature before 1603.
Between Sword and Prayer brings together diverse studies on the involvement of medieval European clergy in warfare
and military activities, spanning a broad geographical range and multiple interpretive perspectives, including legal,
literary, historical, and hagiographical approaches.
The early decades of the sixteenth century were a turbulent time for the Italian peninsula as competing centres of power
struggled for political control. Nowhere was this more true than the area contested by Milan and Venice, that was
constantly crossed and occupied by rival armies. Investigating the impact of successive crises upon the inhabitants of the
Po Valley, this book challenges many fundamental assumptions about the relationship between war and economic
development and draws conclusion that have implications for early modern Europe as a whole. In traditional
historiography, periods of war and general crisis have often been regarded as promoting a shift in resources from the
communal towards a small number of individuals. However, through a close micro-study of a single region, this book
offers a different perspective. Rather than promoting an aggressive individualism, it is argued that in times of general
crisis, social networks aimed to reproduce themselves and the original status quo by developing creative solutions and
institutions favouring co-operation. Furthermore the elites could not always exploit ’local’ wealth because of the need to
protect their position of leadership within the community, which required the preservation of that very community. This
thesis not only challenges the received wisdom, but also fuels a new debate about the ways in which economic growth
occurred in Early Modern Italy and Europe.
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